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Since the establishment of Dubai, the emirate has gone 
through significant economic transformations. In the 
pre-oil era up until the 1960s, Dubai's economy con-
sisted mainly of handicrafts with a majority of the em-
ployment being in the pearls and pottery industries. 
After the discovery of oil in 1966, the emirate naturally 
invested in oil production and heavy industries such as 
aluminum smelters. Once oil revenues started flowing 
in 1969, the emirate wasted no time in investing heavi-
ly in infrastructure such as ports, roads, airports, 
schools and hospitals. Today, thanks to its world class 
hospitality, Dubai has become a global economic hub 
with its economic activity focused on sectors such as 
trade, logistics, transportation and finance.

Prior to the 2008 crisis, service industries such as 
hospitality, transportation and finance were the main 
engines of growth, while in the aftermath, segments 
such as manufacturing and logistics have shown great-
er resilience and led the growth of the emirate. It 
comes as no surprise that, as Dubai is further expand-
ing its modern infrastructure and instituting a more 
business friendly environment, the emirate is looking 

to the industrial sector as a strategic pillar of its econo-
my to strengthen its overall resilience and ability to 
absorb any future economic shocks through a healthy 
economic mix.

Over the past year, Roland Berger Middle East has 
conducted an in-depth study into the emirate's eco-
nomic position, examining in detail its strong perfor-
mance over the past decade and the challenges and 
opportunities it faces over the next 15 years. Our anal-
ysis indicates that if sufficient focus is placed on the 
industrial sector, Dubai could double its manufac-
turıng GDP and add as many as 27,000 skilled jobs to 
the sector by 2030. This is an ambitious target and one 
that will require the emirate to embrace significant 
change to its economic growth model through various 
large-scale initiatives.

In this report, we identify six industrial sectors that 
could become the engines of growth for Dubai in the 
next 15 years. These are aerospace, maritime, pharma-
ceuticals & medical equipment, fast moving consum-
able goods, aluminum & fabricated metals, and ma-
chinery & equipment. 

The industrial trans- 
formation: Dubai could 
double industrial GDP 
value and add 130,000 
jobs in manufacturing 
by 2030.
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Dubai has consistently been the most proactive and 
progressive economy across the GCC in its attempt at 
diversification. Through a historical commitment to a 
business friendly environment, the emirate introduced 
a range of 'firsts' and 'innovations' to the region.

Over the last decade, Dubai witnessed a steady GDP 
annual growth rate of 4.2% from roughly USD 70 bn in 
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A
MANUFACTURING SECTOR DEMONSTRATES STRONG RESILIENCE
Dubai real GDP growth of key sectors, 2007-2015 [%].

The starting point:  
A diversified non-oil- 
dependent economy but 
susceptible to global 
economic shocks.

2006 to over USD 100 bn in 2015, whereby the manufac-
turing sector also grew from 12% to 14% of GDP. The 
2008 crisis had a significant negative impact, with GDP 
growth of key sectors combined of over 10% in 2007 col-
lapsing to 0% in 2008.  A  During this period, the man-
ufacturing sector demonstrated the highest level of re-
silience in the economy, growing at 6% in 2008.  B
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Source: Dubai Statistics Center, Roland Berger

B

DUBAI'S CURRENT INDUSTRIAL STRUC- 
TURE REVEALS A STONG TRADE SECTOR
Dubai real GDP breakdown by sectors,  
2006-2015 [USD bn, %]
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1.  Aerospace
2.  Maritime
3.  Aluminum & fabricated metals
4.  Pharmaceuticals & medical equipment
5.  Fast moving consumable goods
6.  Machinery & equipment

1. AEROSPACE: 
Supporting Emirates Airlines and Dubai's longstanding
 competitiveness in the aviation industry
The aviation sector has become a mainstay of Dubai's 
economy and has put the emirate on the map as one of 
the top aviation hubs in the world. Emirates Airlines 
owns a large and competitive fleet making it the largest 
airline in the Middle East and a key player globally. 

Looking forward, Dubai has significant opportuni-
ties to grow the longstanding competitiveness of the 
aerospace industry by supporting Emirates Airlines 
and encouraging suppliers to incorporate local con-
tent requirements in its aircraft orders in certain aero-
space sub-industries.

2. MARITIME: 
Leveraging opportunities arising from increase in trade
and sea traffic through the localization of manufacturing 
capabilities in certain maritime sub-industries
Dubai has a strategic geographic position, a well-estab-
lished maritime ecosystem and has made significant 

In the minds of many, Dubai conjures up just one im-
age: a glamorous destination for holidays, shopping 
and entertainment. That is perhaps justified given the 
emirate's major achievements in the hospitality and 
real estate sectors. Yet Dubai's intrinsic economic po-
tential goes far beyond services.

In line with the UAE Vision 2021 to become a 
knowledge-based economy, promoting innovation 
and R&D and encouraging high value adding sectors, 
Dubai Plan 2021 aspires to achieve a sustainable eco-
nomic model driven by innovation and productivity 
in capital and labor. Consistent with UAE and 
Dubai's strategic objectives, the vision for the Dubai 
Industrial Strategy is "To become a global platform 
for knowledge-based, sustainable and innovative in-
dustries". 
Five strategic objectives have been defined to realize 
this vision: developing the industrial sector as a growth 
engine, encouraging innovation based industries, po-
sitioning Dubai as home for global business, promot-
ing environmentally sustainable manufacturing and 
embracing Islamic Standards.  C

Based on the results of our in-depth analysis of over 
40 industrial sub-sectors with respect to their fit with 
Dubai's strategic objectives, competitive position of 
Dubai and the potential economic impact on the emir-
ate, we have derived six strategic industrial sub-sectors 
for Dubai to focus on in the next 15-20 years.

The strategy:  
An inspirational  
vision for an industrial 
re-launch.
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C

Source: Roland Berger

FIVE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
SETTING THE INDUSTRIAL AGENDA 
FOR THE NEXT 15 YEARS

3.
HOME FOR

GLOBAL BUSINESSES

1.5.
GROWTH
ENGINE

ADOPTING
ISLAMIC STANDARDS

Increase total GDP and value  
added of manufacturing

Become a center for the global 
Islamic products market

2.
INNOVATION

BASED
Enhance depth of 

knowledge and 
innovation

4.
ENVIRONMENTALLY

SUSTAINABLE
Promote environmentally 

friendly and energy  
efficient manufacturing

Become the preferred manufacturing 
platform for global businesses

The vision and strategic objectives of Dubai Industrial 
Strategy.

To become
a global platform

for knowledge-based,
sustainable  

and innovative  
industries

VISION
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investments in its infrastructure. Dubai is also home 
to large players in the industry, namely DP World 
which is one of the largest port operators worldwide 
and Drydocks World which is the largest ship repair 
facility in the Middle East that has also built 'world 
firsts' offshore structures. 

3. ALUMINUM & FABRICATED METALS: 
Enhancing the Emirate's competitiveness and expanding 
its production base to include finished products
The aluminum industry has been an integral part of 
Dubai's economy for decades with the presence and 
ongoing operations of one of the largest smelters in 
the world. This has strengthened the emirate's lead-
ing position in manufacturing of primary products 
that are exported worldwide with minor downstream 
activities.

Demand for aluminum products, in the primary, 
semi-finished and finished forms, is expected to grow 
strongly in the long term given favorable trends across 
consuming industries. Going forward, the aluminum 
production base can be further expanded along the val-
ue chain to produce engineered and finished alumi-
num products.

4. PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICAL EQUIPMENT: 
Becoming the prime hub for international pharmaceutical 
firms looking at expanding globally
Various international pharmaceutical firms have ex-
pressed their interest in transferring parts of their 
plants and research centers abroad to the region to tar-
get international markets' expansions and take advan-
tage of lower business costs.

Dubai is developing into the prime hub to host 
these international firms' manufacturing activities. 
Looking forward, the emirate is also looking at invest-
ing in building up the required know-how gradually in 
order to attract and grow the research activities of 
these firms in the mid/long term.

5. FAST MOVING CONSUMABLE GOODS: 
Supporting Dubai in becoming the 
"Capital of Islamic Economy"
Despite severe cost competition from neighboring 
emirates and GCC countries, Dubai has been able to 
attract many multinational companies and grow sev-
eral national ones in the FMCG sector. 

Going forward, Dubai has significant room to develop 
the sector further specifically in halal food and halal 
cosmetics which support the vision of Dubai to be-
come the 'Capital of Islamic Economy', especially 
since Halal Industries is one of the key targeted sec-
tors in that vision.

6. MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT: 
Maintaining the sector's competitiveness given its lucra-
tive investment and profitability opportunities 
Currently, the machinery & equipment market is the 
largest sub-sector in Dubai's manufacturing GDP, 
contributing roughly 25% to the MVA in 2015. The 
fundamental driver of these segments is the booming 
infrastructure and re-investments across the region. 
Given its importance to the economy, this sector must 
be maintained and improved.
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Dubai's move to higher value added production with 
higher levels of automation, technology and human 
capital skill is expected to create more than 27,000 spe-
cialized jobs and to increase research and develop-
ment expenditures.

Dubai's industrial strategy will have a transformation-
al economic impact. At the very highest level, the eco-
nomic model forecasts Dubai's total GDP to increase 
by USD 45 bn by 2030. The manufacturing GDP is ex-
pected to increase by an additional USD 5 bn, with the 
six strategic sub-sectors making up the majority of the 
GDP by 2030. This means that in 2030, the backbone of 
Dubai's industry will no longer be simple machinery & 
equipment assembly but instead the manufacturing of 
high value added products such as aerospace parts, 
maritime niche products, cosmeceuticals, etc. 

The impact:  
A transformation in 
Dubai's economic 
structure by 2030.
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Over the past decade, Dubai has been the safest invest-
ment environment in the Middle East with highly busi-
ness friendly regulations and has seen massive 
amounts of local investments and FDI in real estate, 
construction, hospitality, retail and trade. Many MNCs 
have established their regional headquarters in Dubai 
and many use the city as a global trading and distribu-
tion hub.

During this period, manufacturing has not received 
the same amount of investment and policymaking at-
tention. The lessons learned from the last crisis put the 
industrial sector on top of the Dubai Government's pri-
orities. Through its ambitious industrial strategy, 
Dubai's leadership is set to raise the attractiveness of 
the emirate for industrial investors.

After decades of immense infrastructure improve-
ments that put Dubai on the map as one of the most 
attractive business destinations, the emirate is ready to 
shift gears to pass beyond services and into a diversi-
fied economy with a strong industrial backbone. Dubai 
is once again open for business for industrial investors 
and the first movers will benefit the most. 

The opportunity:  
A growing economy 
with a stable political  
environment and the 
most business friendly 
regulations in the region.
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FURTHER READING Links & likes

ORDER AND DOWNLOAD
www.rolandberger.com

STAY TUNED
www.twitter.com/
RolandBerger

LIKE AND SHARE
www.facebook.com/ 
RolandBergerGmbH

Roland Berger, founded in 1967, is the only leading global
consultancy of German heritage and European origin.  
With 2,400 employees working from 34 countries, we have 
successful operations in all major international markets. Our 
51 offices are located in the key global business hubs. The 
consultancy is an independent partnership owned exclusively 
by 220 Partners.

ABOUT US

COO INSIGHTS: 
INDUSTRY 4.0 AND BEYOND
Can Europe learn to love digitization?

Industry 4.0 guarantees better 
products, more efficient production 
methods and tailor-made industrial 
services. Industry 4.0 is also a driving 
force in the United States and Asia. 
Everywhere we look we see a symbiosis 
between traditional production 
technology and new IT technology.  
At Roland Berger we understand both 
worlds; this has always given us a 
competitive advantage. In industry the 
same applies as what we have long 
known in the consulting world: 
Customers and their needs come first.

SIMPLE, SIMPLER, BEST
Frugal innovation in the engineered 
products and high tech industry

"Frugal innovation" – the art of making 
more out of less, when the "less" is 
already on hand. In a recent study we 
asked top managers about their 
companies' experience and success with 
such goods: While frugal products today 
stand for 12% of sales of surveyed 
companies, their share is predicted to 
almost double to 22% in 2018. Alarming 
though: Only 45% estimate their 
company's success with frugal products 
as high or very high. And as little as 30% 
are satisfied with profitability of their 
company's frugal products.
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